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Disclaimer: This project does not issue coins, no IXO, no headhunting, 
no rebates, no agents, no distribution, non-Defi, non-Gamefi.It is to 
explore whether blockchain technology can serve real life by 
developing universal applications, as Satoshi Nakamoto said this is a 
social experiment, maybe success, maybe failure, but we are already 
on the way. 

Please refer to the Chinese version as the translation may not be 
accurate due to the limited English level. 

I. Earthcoin Introduction 
Earthcoin (EAC) is a global cryptocurrency based on the scrypt algorithm and 
dedicated to sustainability and equity, launched on December 20, 2013 in Toronto, 
Canada. It is a new generation scrypt cryptocurrency, an extension of Litecoin. 
Similar to Litecoin - uses the scrypt proof-of-work mechanism. Earthcoin is a 
revolutionary and unique digital currency that is rapidly growing in popularity, and its 
founders believe that cryptocurrencies have the potential to change the world. The 
appeal of Earthcoin clearly comes from its marketing experience, history of stable 
operation and wide acceptance. The underlying technology of Earthcoin has 
addressed some of the early flaws of cryptocurrencies. 
Total volume: 13.5 billion, using pow algorithm mechanism, block speed 60 seconds, 
core algorithm scrypt. mining method supports auxpow (joint mining), supports 
combined mining with doge and ltc. 
Open source address: https://github.com/Sandokaaan/Earthcoin(foreign); https://
gitee.com/eacpay/Earthcoin(domestic) 
earthcoin blockchain browser and node installation address: https://gitee.com/
eacpay/earthcoin_install(domestic); https://github.com/Sandokaaan/
installscripts(foreign) 
earthcoin blockchain browser: https://gitee.com/eacpay/EAC_API_JAVA(domestic); 
https://github.com/Sandokaaan/EAC_API_JAVA(foreign) 
II. Eactalk Project Introduction 
eactalk is a metaverse information publishing social web3.0 application developed 
based on earthcoin blockchain, with web3.0 attributes such as strong anonymity, no 
registration, no account (address is account), no audit, no management, no 
tampering, no deletion, permanent on-chain, user ownership of information, 
customizable nodes, and both eac wallets.eactalk has been awarded the software 
copyright certificate of the National Copyright Administration of China, Soft 
Registration No. A0004023. The related implementation method has been 
submitted for patent protection and accepted. 
Official website:https://www.eactalk.com； 
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Open source:https://github.com/vcexnet/eactalk 
2.1. Objective: To build a blockchain version of web3.0 Twitter and Weibo, integrating 
the functions of telegraph and Twitter and Weibo. Let freedom of speech without 
borders, everyone is born equal, not because of the amount of resources control 
disguised to deprive others of the right to voice, anyone has the right to speak, no 
matter right or wrong! 

2.2. Method: eactalk, like all other blockchain projects, adopts the industry's common 
open source licensing method in order to maximize the development of the project, 
allow more blockchain developers to participate in the project, and make the project 
open and transparent. 

2.3、Principle: send information to the chain by sending token on the earthcoin 
blockchain, and then achieve the purpose of releasing information, so eactalk is the 
app that is paid to release information. 
2.4. Functions: Publish four major categories of information, all four categories can 
be freely browsed and viewed as long as eactalk is installed; send peer-to-peer 
messages, similar to private messages, but visible on the blockchain, provide 
encryption options, and unreadable on the blockchain after encryption. All actions on 
eactalk are anonymous and have nothing to do with the real identity of the message 
sender. 
2.5. Features. 

2.5.1. The whole system is decentralized, with no management backend. eactalk 
only obtains and organizes information from the earthcoin blockchain. 

2.5.2. No registration is required and no realistic identification information 
(including but not limited to name, social security number, cell phone number, email, 
whatapp, passport ID, Twitter account, facebook account, etc.) is required to achieve 
strong anonymity, while supporting self-identification. 

2.5.3, using earthcoin blockchain address as an account, globally unique, can't 
be forged, no one can block or shield. Paper key is the only proof of account 
ownership, remember the paper key including the order, information and eac assets 
are never lost. 

2.5.4. Information is decentralized, unmanaged, cannot be tampered with, 
cannot be deleted and edited, and is permanently on the chain. The chain is the 
information. Ownership of information belongs to the user. 

2.5.5. All information is publicly visible, and the best secrecy is public. Peer-to-
peer messages provide encryption optional, support message and attachment 
encryption. 

2.5.6, information supports a maximum of 252 characters, pictures, audio and 
video attachments support ipfs way of storage. 

2.5.7. Automatically adapts to mainstream global languages and supports 
automatic translation to ensure the effectiveness of information dissemination. 
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2.5.8. No centralized nodes, nodes can be customized to connect self-built or 
trusted earthcoin blockchain nodes, direct access to earthcoin, ipfs. 

III. Eactalk Road Map 

IV. Eactalk Promotion Program 
Principle: Promote with rewards, use eac as a reward, and all eac holders and eactalk 
users build and share together to realize the purpose of crowd paddling to drive a big 
boat. 
According to the different promotion channels, each channel is divided into different 
promotion coefficients, and the promoters get promotion rewards according to the 
promotion quantity * promotion coefficient. 
The program is carried out by the community providing eactalk materials such as 
copywriting and video, mainly blockchain media, combined with self media, short 
video, wechat, qq, Twitter, telegraph, reddit, etc. as auxiliary, and carried out 
simultaneously at home and abroad. Still the community promotion group is 
responsible for the overall management and promotion. The promotion group is 
responsible for the collection management of promoters, promotion record statistics, 
promotion reward statistics and sending promotion fund managers to ensure the 
authenticity and validity of promotion records. 

Channel Name Channel Key Members Promotion Method Promotion 
factor(eac)

Blockchain Media 8btc, jinse, feixiaohao, chain 
node, chain catcher, Wu 
said blockchain, bitcointalk, 
etc., see attachment

Posting, posting articles, replies, 
signatures, avatars, etc.

1000-5000

Short videos bilibili,kuaishou,tiktok,etc. Send a short video, see material 
library

500-1000

Channel Name
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V. Eactalk Income 

VI. Eac Distribution Plan 
6.1, distribution part: all based on eactalk generated all income, including but not 
limited to the home page 4 categories of information (respectively, 100,000 eac, 

Self-Media zhihu,weibo,Twitter,faceboo
k,Little Red Book, etc.

Posting, blogging, and blogging 
back (try to reply to well-known 
bloggers in the circle)

100-500

IM tools WeChat, qq, friend circle, qq 
space, whatapp, instagram, 
etc.

Friend circle, qq space posting 50

Social Groups wechat group,qq group Build groups, pull people 10-20

Live Broadcast Various Live Streams Explain the features of eactalk, 
its usage, etc. about eactalk or 
eacpay or earthcoin knowledge 
of eacpay and earthcoin

5000起

Foreign countries Telegram, Twitter, facebook, 
discord, Reddit, etc.

Post relevant content or material 
to the appropriate platform and 
respond to relevant community 
information in a timely manner

500-3000

Channel Key Members Promotion Method Promotion 
factor(eac)

Channel Name
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50,000 eac, 0.1 million eac, 0.01 eac million each) + home banner (500,000 eac / bar, 
a total of 4 bars), the number of home 4 categories will fluctuate with the change of 
eac price. 
6.2. Distribution of related parties: 

 

6.3. Distribution cycle: According to the progress of promotion and the amount of 
users and frequency of use, the nodes will be allocated once a day, once a week or 
once a month, and the node team will be allocated internally according to the online 
rate of each node. Ensure the availability of the nodes, each allocation cycle found 
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more than 3 times (including 3 times), the nodes can not be used normally will not be 
allocated rewards. Node online detection technology will be used to record. 
6.4. Distribution formula 
Income per node = (total income in the allocation cycle * 35% / total number of 
nodes) * node online rate. Node online rate = node online hours / allocation cycle 
hours (hours)， 
Income per promoter = quantity * channel coefficient +...+ quantity * channel n 
coefficient. Channels mainly include: wechat group 10, friend circle 20, qq group 10, 
qspace 20, microblog 50, blog 50, tweet 50, telegraph 50, facebook 50, self media 
100-500 (Zhihu, Xiaohongshu, Sohu), short video 500 (Racer, Jitterbug, Beeping, 
etc.), industry media 1000-5000 (golden finance, bit finance, coin World, Chaintech, 
Babbitt, 9 billion finance, reddit, etc.), live broadcast from 5000, etc. 
The node fund is directly allocated by all valid participating nodes during the 
allocation period, without reservation or accrual. 
The promotion fund is managed by a person elected by the community, and the fixed 
receiving address is open for supervision. The promotion reward is distributed by the 
promotion group leader who summarizes the promotion details and provides the 
distribution details, and the promotion fund manager and the promotion group leader 
cannot be the same person. 
The community fund is managed by a person elected by the community, with a public 
fixed receiving address, and is subject to supervision. 
Future funds will be received by the development team using a designated address 
and will be monitored. 
The development team is the eactalk development team. 

VII. Disclaimers 
This white paper is intended to provide general information relating to the Program 
only and should not be construed or interpreted in any way to constitute a 
prospectus, securities indenture, investment promotion or any contract relating to the 
sale of any products, goods or assets. 

The information set forth in this white paper may not be fully exhaustive and the 
existence of any contractual relationship is not implied. 

No warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information set forth 
in this White Paper, and no representation, warranty or undertaking is made and is 
intended to be made as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. 

This white paper contains information obtained from third party sources, and the 
eactalk team has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such 
information. In addition, objective circumstances relating to this white paper may 
change and, as a result, this white paper may be out of date or out of date, and the 
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eactalk team is not obligated to promptly update or correct this document in light of 
such circumstances. 
This White Paper shall not constitute a contract issued by eactalk Team in 
connection with the purchase or sale of any eac. Also, neither this White Paper nor 
any part of it or the presentation of it shall form the basis of any contract or 
investment decision and shall not be the basis for entering into any contract or 
making any investment decision. 

nothing in this white paper is intended as a promise, representation or commitment 
as to the future performance of the eactalk team. the eactalk team currently makes, 
and does not plan to make, and hereby disclaims any representations, warranties or 
commitments to any entity or person (including, without limitation, any warranty as to 
the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or reliability of the content of this white paper 
and any other materials published by the eactalk team). timeliness or reliability). to 
the fullest extent permitted by law, for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential 
or other damages of any kind (whether in tort, contract or otherwise, including, 
without limitation, any liability for your own breach or negligence, or for any loss of 
revenue, loss of income or loss of profits) arising out of or in connection with the use 
of this white paper, any other material published and the content of the other material 
The team and its related partners and service providers shall not be liable for any loss 
of revenue, loss of income or loss of profits, and loss of use or loss of data, etc.).
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